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Promoting Student Learning Through Automated Formative Guidance on Chemistry Drawings Anna N. Rafferty, Computer Science Division, University of California, Berkeley, CA, USA [email protected] Libby Gerard, Graduate School of Education, University of California, Berkeley, CA, USA [email protected] Kevin McElhaney, SRI Education, Menlo Park, CA, USA, [email protected] Marcia C. Linn, Graduate School of Education, University of California, Berkeley, CA, USA [email protected] Abstract: We investigated the effect of automated guidance on student-generated chemistry drawings in computer-based learning activities. Expert teachers provide guidance on generative tasks such as drawings or essays that encourages students to refine their understanding, often by gathering more evidence. We developed algorithms to score student drawings and designed guidance for each score level. The guidance was intended to promote coherent understanding. We compared computer-generated guidance to teacher guidance in two studies, conducted with over 300 students in secondary classrooms. The studies suggest that automated guidance is as effective as teacher guidance for improving student understanding. Teachers appreciated the assessment of class progress provided by the automated guidance. They reported that it took them several hours to grade their five classes of 30 to 40 students. Thus, automated guidance can reduce the time teachers spend evaluating student work, creating more time for planning lessons, facilitating inquiry, or guiding individual students. Computer-assisted education has the potential to deliver timely guidance adapted to each student’s individual ideas. Human tutors provide adaptive guidance by prompting learners to reconsider and revise their ideas, verify and elaborate on the correctness of ideas and consider ways to improve understanding (Merrill, Reiser, Ranney, & Trafton, 1992). Providing adaptive guidance is an important goal in designing computer tutors (e.g., Anderson, Boyle, Farrell, & Reiser, 1987; Anderson, Corbett, Koedinger, & Pelletier, 1995). While the majority of computer tutors provide formative guidance (Koedinger, Anderson, Hadley, & Mark, 1997; Slotta & Linn, 2009), it is often limited to student work on selection tasks (e.g. multiple-choice) or algebraic expressions. This paper explores the effect of automated, adaptive guidance on a generation task where students make drawings of chemical reactions as part of a web-based inquiry science unit. Compared to the limited number of correct responses to selection tasks, generation tasks can adapt guidance to a wide range of student responses. Selection tasks often encourage students to recall facts rather than distinguish among ideas, and rarely provide opportunities for deep student inquiry (Shepard, 2000). Generative tasks, in contrast, elicit students’ range of ideas and can encourage them to use evidence to sort out their ideas in order to create a coherent explanation. Mintzes, Wandersee, and Novak (2005) note that generative assessments can provide a fuller picture of students’ conceptual understanding and drive students towards “making meaning'” rather than memorizing facts. Generative tasks can be difficult to evaluate due to the variety of responses and innumerable ways for students to express the correct answer. Previous research has found that due to the demands required in evaluating generative assessments, it is often challenging for teachers to provide detailed guidance to all students (Black & William, 1998; Ruiz-Primo & Furtak, 2007). In this paper, we explore the effect of automated, adaptive guidance for student-generated drawings of chemical reactions as they interact with a web-based inquiry science unit. Drawings provide students with a way to express their understanding of atoms and molecules in chemical reactions (Chang, Quintana, & Krajcik, 2010). We support automated analysis of drawings by asking students to use a computer-based interface that features virtual atom stamps, rather than enabling open-ended drawings. This limits the degree to which student drawings can vary while still allowing for expression of multiple conceptual views. We designed an algorithm that diagnoses both normative and alternative chemistry conceptions in students’ drawings, allowing us to align formative guidance with these conceptions. Our guidance design addresses the gap between students’ ideas and the learning goal by prompting students to build on productive ideas they have, develop criteria for evaluating their own understanding, and revisit key concepts. We explore the effectiveness of automated guidance through two classroom studies. The first investigates whether the automated guidance is as effective for promoting student learning as teacher-generated guidance. Comparing these two types of guidance allows us to identify key characteristics of effective teacher guidance, potentially informing future revisions to the automated guidance, and provides data for determining whether it is feasible to remove some of the demands on teachers by providing students with automated



guidance. In this study, students receive automated guidance immediately, while they must wait until the next day to receive teacher-generated guidance, mirroring a typical classroom. The second study explores the role of immediacy by comparing delayed to immediate automated guidance. Together, these two studies address optimal ways to provide automated guidance on student drawings within the classroom and investigate how this guidance compares to that provided by teachers.



Designing guidance for inquiry Guidance for generative assessments can help students improve their understanding and recognize gaps or inconsistencies in their ideas (Hattie and Timperley, 2007). It can promote learning by encouraging students to reconsider their ideas, building on their prior knowledge (Azevedo & Bernard, 1995). Generative assessments can be used to help teachers recognize students’ level of understanding and adapt instruction. Ruiz-Primo and Furtak (2007) found that teachers’ guidance on generative activities in an inquiry investigation was related to their students’ science learning, suggesting that this monitoring can indeed help teachers boost student learning. Providing guidance on generative assessments during instruction is difficult. Teachers often lack time to provide detailed guidance for all students on these assessments (Black & William, 1998; Ruiz-Primo & Furtak, 2007). Further, the specificity that effective guidance should exhibit remains unclear. For instance, generic guidance may prompt students to self-explain and generate their own insights (Butler & Winne, 1995; Chi, Bassok, Lewis, Reimann, & Glaser, 1989; Schmidt & Bjork, 1992) but may also allow non-normative ideas to persist (Koedinger & Aleven, 2007). Students with different levels of prior knowledge benefit from different levels of information specificity (Shute, 2008) and scaffolding (Razzaq & Heffernan, 2009). Due to the challenges of assessing and guiding student work on generative activities, selection tasks with one correct answer, such as multiple-choice questions, are the norm in science instruction. These activities are limited in their ability to capture the complexity of students’ ideas. New technologies offer promise for implementing guidance strategies to support inquiry learning. In AutoTutor (Graesser et al., 2004), for instance, a computer avatar leads a tutorial dialogue as a student solves a challenging physics word problem. The avatar prompts for more information, elicits questions, identifies and corrects “bad answers,” answers the learner’s questions, and summarizes responses. Across different domains and comparison groups the average learning gain is approximately one letter grade. Automated guidance has also proved effective in helping students to develop concept maps in different middle school science domains and use evidence to strengthen the links among their ideas (Segedy, Kinnebrew, & Biswas, 2013). More recently, researchers have employed machine learning techniques to automatically recognize effective inquiry practices (Sao Pedro, Baker, Gobert, Montalvo, & Nakama, 2013). Our work adds to this body of literature on automated guidance in inquiry science by examining the effectiveness of automated guidance for drawing tasks in which students pictorially represent scientific ideas. We compare automated guidance with teacher-generated guidance, allowing us to explore what types of guidance teachers provide to students. For the automated guidance, we designed guidance messages based on knowledge integration principles. Knowledge integration is based on constructivist ideas that focus on building on students’ prior knowledge and helping them to connect new concepts with this knowledge, even if some of this prior knowledge is non-normative (e.g., Smith III, Disessa, & Roschelle, 1994). Knowledge integration guidance can assist students by prompting them to compare and contrast their views with evidence or scientific theories, or to add new ideas missing from their initial conception (Linn & Eylon, 2006). When guidance directly builds on students' own ideas, as articulated in their initial response to the activity, it can help students develop criteria for distinguishing between normative and non-normative ideas and push students to integrate ideas rather than holding separate, conflicting conceptions (Linn & Eylon, 2011).



Curriculum and Drawing Activity We focus our investigation of automated guidance on students’ drawings of chemical reactions. The drawing tasks are part of an inquiry unit in the Web-Based Inquiry Science Environment (WISE), entitled Chemical Reactions: How Can We Help Slow Climate Change? (Chiu & Linn, 2011). Climate Change addresses difficulties students have with understanding chemical reactions as composed of discrete particles (Ben-Zvi, Eylon, & Silberstein, 1987) by highlighting the role of conservation of mass, ratios, and excess reactants in combustion reactions. Past work has shown that learning multiple representations of chemical reactions and providing students with ways of visualizing the particles in reactions can help to strengthen understanding (Harrison & Treagust, 2000; Schank & Kozma, 2002). The drawing tasks ask students to draw the arrangement of atoms before and after a chemical reaction [Figure 1(a)]. One of the tasks focuses on the combustion of methane and the other ethane. The WISE Draw screen provides students with “stamps” for each atom; for instance, the methane reaction includes stamps for oxygen, carbon, and hydrogen. Students must choose how many of each atom to add to their drawing and arrange the atoms to reflect how they are grouped into molecules. The draw interface allows students to create multiple frames, one to show the atoms before the chemical reaction



(reactants) and one to show the atoms after the chemical reaction (products) [Figure 1(b)]. After creating a new frame, students rearrange the atoms to show the products of the reaction. This activity presents chemical reactions as the rearrangement, rather than the creation or destruction, of matter. Students may still add or delete atoms in a way that reflects their conceptual misunderstandings about conservation of mass. The drawings enable students to articulate their ideas about chemical reactions, while constraining the representation to enable automatic evaluation. The drawings provide an opportunity to work with a different model of chemical reactions than the typical equation-based format, and students frequently demonstrate non-normative ideas in the activity. Our goal is to provide conceptual guidance targeting non-normative or missing ideas in the students’ drawings. (a)



(b)



Frame 1



Frame 2



Figure 1. Drawing and feedback interface. (a) The WISE Draw interface. Students use “stamps,” the black, red, and gray circles, to represent atoms and show the molecules before and after a chemical reaction. (b) The frames of a student drawing. The scorer recognizes that CH4, CO2, and H2O are allowed molecules, but that the student has not conserved mass and has placed two separate oxygen atoms rather than an oxygen molecule.



Evaluating Student Drawings To evaluate student drawings, we created an algorithm that processes each drawing and assigns a score. Based on examination of 98 drawings from past students, half methane and half ethane, we identified common student ideas and grouped these ideas into conceptual categories, shown in Figure 2(a). Each category includes a different conceptual feature, such as conserving mass from the beginning to the end of the reaction or correctly representing the reactants. The concepts are organized into a hierarchy from more basic to more complex. We evaluated the accuracy of the algorithm on the development set of 98 drawings as well as on a test set of 200 additional drawings from past students. Both sets of drawings were scored by a trained human scorer, and the test set was not examined until after the algorithm was developed. For the development set, the algorithm’s score matched the human’s score for 96.9% of the drawings; for the test set, the scores matched in 91.5% of the drawings. This compares favorably with other systems for scoring student answer to generative assessments; for instance, the C-Rater system scores short answer responses, including responses to science prompts, and matched human scores about 84% of the time in two separate evaluations (Leacock & Chodorow, 2003). Note that while development focused on the methane and ethane tasks, the system can score other chemical reactions drawings. Information about the drawing task is provided as an XML input file specifying the correct molecules in each frame, allowing the scoring algorithm to be agnostic to the specific task being scored. (a)
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Table 1: The scoring rubric. Each level adds an additional criterion that must be met. The bottom row indicates the proportion of drawings in the development set with each score.



Figure 2. Drawing rubric and automated guidance window. (a) The automated scoring rubric. Drawings receive the highest score for which they exhibit all checked criteria. (b) An automated guidance window. Students are Two N molecules and seven H molecules in a CLOSED container react according to teacher guidance condition. Students used WISE in groups the balanced equation: given personalized guidance, of between one and three students; there were 71 groups in designed to promote knowledge N + 3H ! 2NHintegration, based on the automated scoring The box on the left shows the container BEFORE the reaction. The box on the right shows the automated conditionrubric. and 58 This in theguidance teacher condition, message corresponds a score ofreaction. 1, where the drawing has not conserved mass. Sasha's drawing of the to container AFTER the 2
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although a small number of students in these groups did not complete the pre-test or the post-test.



Creating Guidance from Scores



BEFORE Reaction



2



3



AFTER Reaction (Sasha's drawing)



All students experienced the same activities in the WISE Given the scorer’s ability to accurately evaluate student drawings, we can provide guidance based on the unit except for the draw steps. On the two draw steps, conceptual understanding that all students received the same instructions, except that stu-the student has. For each of the six possible scores, we designed a textual dents in the automated condition to click therevise “Sub- their drawing. The textual guidance was designed to promote knowledge message to were helptoldstudents mit” button when they wished to receive feedback. When integration by were recognizing normative ideas and helping them to refine and revise their non-normative students clicked this button, they warned thatstudents' they only had two chances receive & feedback and 2011). to confirmDrawings ideasto (Linn Eylon, that were scored having some conceptual error (scores 0-4) all Give as many reasons as you can why Sasha'sas drawing is INCORRECT. that they wanted to proceed. After confirming, a pop-up 1: Pretest-posttest critique item Figure 2: ItemFigure from the pre- and post-test related to box with the textual feedback appeared, as in Figure 1(b). drawing chemical reactions. Students are asked to Students could close the feedback or re-open it to view their To examine the effect of the automated and teacher feedback on different learners, we Sasha’s drawing and explain why the drawexisting feedback at any time. dividedexamine the students into low and high prior knowledge groups using their average knowledge ingscores is incorrect. The (omitting drawing task similar toscore those integration on the initial drawing students whoisearned a perfect on both For lowbut prior knowledge students (scores less than 3), rather AF students had greater in the unit, asks students to evaluate than Students in the teacher-generated guidance condition did initial drawings). gains than TF students. For high prior knowledge students, TF students had greater gains generate the drawing and requires integrating thethan submit their work. Instead, teachers provided feedback to AF students. These relationships held for both the methane and ethane tasks, though they did not equation and the drawing. these students using the WISE Grading Tool after the stu- reach statistical significance. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the revision scores found an (Figure 2) between prior knowledge level (high/low) and treatment condition dents made a drawing. When students signed in to the activ- interaction dicating the improvement was significant. However, therethat [F(1,85)=3.61, p=0.06, !2=.03]. The interaction indicates that the ity the following day, they were informed that they had re- approached wassignificance not a main effect of condition: improvement was nearly



received textual feedback of a similar format. First, a correct feature of the drawing was recognized, anchoring the guidance with students’ prior knowledge. For example, a student whose drawing received a score of 2 would be acknowledged for conserving mass, since this is the most complex conceptual feature exhibited by the drawing. The textual feedback then posed a question targeting the student's conceptual difficulty, such as identifying what molecules should be present in the reactant frame; this elicits student ideas about the topic of difficulty. Finally, the feedback directed students to a relevant step earlier in the unit, and encouraged them to review the material in that step and then revise their drawing. This promotes adding new ideas and distinguishing normative and non-normative ideas. Figure 2(b) shows the guidance for a score of 1.



Study 1: Comparing student learning with teacher versus automated guidance We compare automated knowledge integration guidance to teacher-designed guidance on students’ chemistry drawings. If computer-selected knowledge integration guidance could help students improve, the computer could save the teacher valuable time, which could be spent planning instruction and working with individual students. Computer-assigned guidance differs from teacher-generated guidance in several ways. The teachergenerated guidance can be customized based on the teacher’s knowledge of individual students. For example, a teacher might respond to a conservation of mass error differently if the drawing was made by a student who typically struggles in science versus a student who typically excels. The teacher is also likely to be able to differentiate conceptual misunderstandings from errors due to use of the interface. The timing of the guidance also differs. Automated guidance is provided to students immediately, allowing them to revise their understanding before moving on in the unit. Previous studies suggest mixed results for immediate and delayed guidance (Shute, 2008). Given that immediacy is a unique affordance of computer-assigned guidance, we wanted to test its value. Overall, we hypothesize that the automated guidance will be as effective as teachergenerated guidance for promoting student learning given that the automated guidance targeted common conceptual errors and was designed to promote cohesive integration of ideas.



Methods Participants Eighth grade physical science students (N=263 completed both pre- and post-test, N[groups]=129; ages typically 13-14) from 10 classes in a public middle school participated in the study. Classes were taught by one of two teachers; each teacher taught five of the ten classes. Teachers were selected who have over three years experience teaching the WISE Climate Change unit and writing guidance for student work on the drawing tasks.



Study design and administration of feedback. Students were randomly assigned by class period to receive either automated or teacher-generated guidance. Three class periods from each teacher were assigned automated guidance (AG), and the other two periods teacher guidance (TG). Students completed the Climate Change unit in the classroom as part of the curriculum. Students in both conditions completed the same pre-test prior to Climate Change. The same items were administered as a post-test after Climate Change. Pre- and post-tests were completed individually. Students worked through Climate Change in groups of one to three students. All students experienced the same activities in Climate Change except for the draw steps. The two draw steps occurred in a part of the unit focusing on combustion reactions and their contributions to climate change. In the draw steps, all students received the same instructions about the use of the WISE Draw interface and the chemical reaction to depict. Students in the automated condition were told to click the “Submit” button when they wished to receive feedback. When students clicked this button, they were warned that they only had two chances to receive feedback and to confirm that they wanted to proceed. After confirming, a pop-up box with the textual feedback appeared. Students could close the feedback or re-open it to view their existing feedback at any time. If students clicked the “Submit” button more than twice, they were told that they had used all of their opportunities to receive feedback, but that they could continue to revise their drawing if they wished. In the teacher guidance condition, the researchers met with the teachers before the start of the unit to review previous student drawings on this item and discuss a possible scoring rubric and guidance approaches. After the unit started, the teachers reviewed student work at night after all students had completed the drawing steps, and wrote guidance. Students received the guidance at the start of class the next day when they logged into the WISE unit. After logging in, a pop-up told students they had received guidance from their teacher on the draw task and provided them a link to jump immediately to that step in the unit. The guidance interface on the draw steps was identical to the interface in the automated condition. The two conditions differed in how many rounds of guidance were provided: students in the automated guidance could receive up to two guidance messages, while students in the teacher-generated condition could receive only one. Automated guidance can be provided multiple times without significantly lengthening the unit; providing multiple rounds of teacher guidance, given that teachers need to review student work after class,



is infeasible given the number of days available for students to work on Climate Change and the location of the drawings in the activity. While this distinction means that we cannot draw conclusions about whether teachergenerated guidance would be more effective if multiple rounds were provided, we believe this design better reflects the way that guidance would actually be available to students and thus can provide evidence for the best way to incorporate guidance in classroom activities.



Data sources and scoring of knowledge assessments Measures of learning included students’ initial and revised drawing for each of the methane and ethane drawing tasks, and an item from the pre- and post-tests. The pre-post test item called for students to transfer ideas learned in the drawing tasks, critiquing a molecular drawing made by a hypothetical peer for a new chemical reaction formula. A knowledge integration rubric was used to score student responses on the drawings and the item on the pre- and post-tests. The five-point scoring rubric evaluated student response in terms of integrating ideas about conservation of mass, ratios and excess in chemical reactions. Unlike the automated scoring system, this rubric was not hierarchical. We also conducted teacher and student interviews during enactment, documented the teacher-generated guidance, and collected rich classroom observation notes. (a)
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Figure 3. Improvements based on guidance type. Error bars show one standard error. (a) Revision improvement in Study 1. (b) Pre- to post-test improvement in Study 1. (c) Revision improvement in Study 2. (d) Pre- to posttest improvement in Study 2.



Results Overall, the automated guidance was as helpful for student learning as the teacher-generated guidance. Students made modest improvements from their initial drawings to their final drawings, increasing their scores by an average of 0.56 points (Cohen’s d=.36). Students in both the AG and TG conditions showed similar amounts of improvement (d=.33 and d=.39, respectively). A repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with factors for condition and initial versus final drawing showed significant improvement after revising the drawing (F(1,481)=50.36, p .3). Students also showed improvement from pre- to post-test on the transfer item in which they critiqued the drawing of a hypothetical peer. Students in both conditions showed similar improvements in performance on this item (AG: t(154)=4.63, p < .001, d=.42; TG: t(107)=2.93, p < .01, d=.36). A repeated measures ANOVA showed that there was no significant interaction between guidance type and amount of improvement. Analysis of the teacher-generated guidance demonstrated substantial differences in the quality of guidance given by the two teachers. One teacher wrote substantially more detailed comments that focused on both chemistry concepts and features of the drawings, whereas the other teacher wrote more terse comments; both teachers mentioned that providing guidance to students took several hours in the evening. Students of the teacher who wrote more conceptual comments made significantly greater improvements on their drawings. An analysis of variance on the amount of improvement in drawing scores from initial drawing to final revision, with a factor for guidance type (automated, Teacher 1, or Teacher 2) and a random factor for student group showed that guidance type had a significant effect on amount of improvement (F(2,481) = 4.04, p < .025). As Figure 3(a) shows, students who received more conceptual guidance (Teacher 1) improved more than students in other conditions did, and students who received automated guidance improved more than students who received terse guidance (Teacher 2). While this interaction was not significant for preto post-test improvement, the same trend held: students who received guidance from Teacher 1 improved an average of 0.37 points (d=.48), students in the automated condition improved 0.35 points (d=.42), and students who received guidance from Teacher 2 improved 0.12 points (d=.20; see Figure 3b). The teacher who wrote more conceptual comments used a relatively small number of comments for all students, customizing these comments slightly on a case-by-case base. Each comment focused on a particular conceptual issue. For example, one comment was “You have only made one frame to represent the products and reactants. Your first frame should be for the reactants. A second frame should be made for the products.



Follow the directions on the top of the page.” In contrast, the second teacher gave short comments that were often solely procedural, such as directing students to read the directions; this teacher commented that he had little time to review the drawings. Conceptual comments from this teacher tended to state a concept in isolation, such as Conservation of mass?” These comments may have been too terse to help students integrate these concepts into their revised drawings. Student interviews point to both challenges and benefits of automated guidance in terms of helping students to monitor their learning. The automated guidance may provide students an alternative to relying on the teacher for answers as several students noted , “[Teachers]’ll be more specific. They’ll show you. They’ll point out what’s wrong.” while the automated guidance encouraged students to sort through their ideas on their own. While a number of students wished that the automated guidance would “tell the person exactly what they did wrong,” one pair noted the benefits of less specific guidance: “If you don’t get a problem, the teacher may give the answer away…they will be like ‘No, it’s like this,’ and they will do it for you. But you need to learn for yourself.” On the other hand, the automated guidance was unable to provide the extended dialogue that teachers may facilitate to ensure students grapple with the concepts and reach an understanding. A combination of teacher and automated guidance may provide the best solution for promoting student learning.



Study 2: Timing of guidance In Study 1, the automated guidance was as effective as teacher-generated guidance in helping students revise their drawings and improve their post-test performance. Students received these two types of guidance at different timing intervals to reflect typical use – immediately from the computer and start of class the next day from the teacher. This variation in timing may have contributed to the effects of the automated and teachergenerated guidance on learning. Study 2 examines the question of whether the benefit of automated guidance is tied to its immediate timing. Previous studies have found mixed results concerning the effectiveness of immediate versus delayed guidance (for a review of the literature, see Shute, 2008), with evidence that particular learner and task characteristics may influence which method is more effective. Immediate guidance is often more effective, especially for struggling students and on more challenging tasks (Shute, 2008). For our tasks, we hypothesized that immediate guidance would be more engaging and motivating to students, and would allow them to improve their understanding prior to moving on to related tasks in the unit.



Methods Participants Ninth grade basic chemistry students (N=88 completed both pre- and post-tests, N[groups]=57; ages typically 14-15) from four classes in a public middle school participated. The same teacher taught all students.



Study design and administration of feedback Students were assigned to the immediate or delayed guidance conditions on a full-class basis. All students completed pre- and post-tests individually, and completed the WISE unit in groups of one to three students. The immediate guidance condition was identical to the automated condition in Study 1. We provided guidance to students in the delayed condition the evening after they completed their initial drawings. When students returned the following day, they were informed that they had new guidance and viewed the guidance. In both cases, the comments were based on the score of their drawing, and the texts in the two conditions were identical. Students in the immediate guidance condition could submit their drawing up to two times; due to time constraints, students in the delayed condition received only a single round of automated guidance.



Data sources and scoring of knowledge assessments We evaluated student drawings (initial and final, after revisions) and the pre- and post-test item using the same knowledge integration rubrics as in Study 1.



Results Overall, the outcome measures showed similar learning regardless of guidance timing. Students in the immediate condition improved their drawings by an average of 0.43 points (d=.36) compared an average of 0.67 points improvement for students in the delayed condition (d=.49) [Figure 3(c)]. A repeated-measures ANOVA including factors for revision (initial versus final) and guidance condition, as well as an interaction between these two factors, showed a main effect of revision (F(1,227)=25.5, p < .001), but no significant effect of condition or of the interaction. On the post-test item, students showed small, reliable improvements from their pre-test scores, with an average improvement of 0.19 points (d=.27). A repeated measures ANOVA with factors for pre- versus post-test and feedback condition showed that both main effects were significant (pre- versus post test: F(1,86) = 4.58, p < .05; condition: F(1,86) = 4.12, p < .05). Closer examination revealed relatively little improvement for students in the delayed condition (d=.10) compared to students in the immediate condition



(d=.43) [Figure 3(d)]; however, an analysis of covariance did not show a significant difference in gains when pre-test scores were included as a covariate (p > 0.3). These results suggest that the benefit of automated guidance is not simply due to its immediacy, although further study is needed to determine if the two guidance types lead to differences in retention. While this study illustrates that automated guidance can also be effective when delayed, facilitating a variety of classroom implementations, immediate guidance is likely to be the most common approach. Immediacy is a unique affordance of computer-assigned guidance relative to teacher guidance. It can advance students during class enabling teachers to work with those who continue to struggle. Further, immediate guidance can be more easily integrated into activities and provides an intuitive appeal by helping students develop understanding of challenging material before moving on.



Discussion Formative guidance can help students to distinguish between normative and non-normative ideas in generation tasks by building on their current knowledge. Our automated system accurately evaluated student responses and provided guidance on their chemistry drawings. The knowledge integration guidance focused students on comparing alternatives and integrating normative concepts to strengthen their own understanding. Of course, not all improvements on the pre- and post-test item were solely the result of the guidance. But, students’ revisions suggest that they used the hints provided to revise their understanding. We compared providing automated guidance on demand or at a delay and found that these approaches were equally effective in helping students revise their understanding of chemical reactions. Overall, these studies show that student generated drawings with a wide range of responses are amenable to automatic evaluation. They also show that a small set of knowledge integration guidance options can encompass a wide range of student responses. Compared to guidance on selection items where students often just change the response to the correct one, guidance on these generation items motivated students to review their own work and identify revisions. Overall, the automated knowledge integration guidance was as effective as teacher-generated guidance for promoting learning. The effect of automated guidance in the two teachers’ classrooms suggests different roles that automated guidance may play to augment inquiry learning. In Study 1, we found that teachers differed in the type of guidance that they provided and that this lead to differences in student outcomes. For one teacher, the automated guidance was significantly more effective than their own written guidance, likely because this teacher had little time to write individualized conceptual guidance for each student drawing. In this classroom, the automated guidance could serve as a starting point for discussions between teacher and student by identifying conceptual issues that need refinement. For the teacher who had time at night to review students’ work, automated guidance left him with less knowledge about his students’ ideas, making it more challenging to plan instruction for the next day. In this classroom, automated guidance may work best as a tool to help the teacher plan instruction. The teacher could review the automated guidance and scores at night, and sort student work by auto-score to see categories of student ideas. This would enable the teacher to customize instruction and save valuable time reviewing responses one by one. As automated guidance becomes a part of computerbased curriculum, it is essential to work with teachers to customize use of the information. Our work is consistent with a growing body of research suggesting that effective formative guidance can be provided for generative items within educational technologies. We are extending this work by exploring varied types of formative guidance. Textual guidance is typically provided by teachers because designing customized activities for each student is prohibitively time consuming. However, adaptive activities based on students’ drawings could prove to be more engaging and lead to richer student insights than simple text messages. The automated scoring system provides a general tool for testing different types of adaptive guidance based on students’ drawings. Our investigations provide support for the use of automated guidance in the classroom. These results also point to the potential of automated guidance and scoring for generative items in cases where teacher-generated guidance is infeasible, such as online courses with thousands of students. To design our scoring and guidance system, we relied on analysis of previous student work as well as educational principles, including the knowledge integration framework. This design process provides an example of how automated guidance can be created for new items and revised as additional student work is collected. Overall, our work demonstrates the effectiveness of automated guidance for student-created drawings and provides a new tool for exploring how best to deploy this guidance to help students and teachers.
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